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"LEST WE FORGET"

Lessons and warnings from World War I

"Just because war would be folly and self-defeating does
not mean that it cannot happen. Combinations of
assertiveness and ignorance, risk-taking,
overconfidence, and conceit produced an outcome so
devastating that it required historians to create a new
category: world war."
- Graham Allison, Harvard University professor of government

IMMEDIATE IMPACTS OF WWI
±500 million
infected worldwide

50+ million
deaths worldwide

One of the deadliest disease
outbreaks in recorded
history
Close quarters & massive
troop movement helped
spread the disease

DOWNFALL OF FOUR MAJOR MONARCHS
Germany, Turkey, Austria-Hungary, Russia
CHANGED GLOBAL ECONOMIC BALANCE
Europe in debt, US largest creditor and
leading industrial power
CHANGED MODERN WARFARE
New weapons and means of communication
GLOBAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
Rise in inflation worldwide
MAJOR DISSENT AND DISSATISFACTION
Rise in nationalism and new ideologies, such as
fascism (Germany & Italy)

LESSONS FROM WWI
Exhaust diplomacy
before use of force

War is always
unpredictable

History should be
remembered

History has shown that one cannot assume a lesson — even one from war — will remain in
the collective consciousness forever.

THE TREATY OF VERSAILLES
Signed on 28 June 1919
Crafted by Allied Powers, with little involvement
by Germany who ultimately carried sole
responsibility for the conflict
Germany's loss in territory
and economic productivity

13%
$63 billion
$33 billion
The humiliation of Versailles was a key factor in the leadup to World War II

First reparation demands
($768 billion today)
Reduced final reparation
demand ($402 billion today)

A final installment of US$94 million was made on 3 October
2010, settling German loan debts in regard to reparations

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

An intergovernmental organisation, forerunner of the UN

10 January 1920

Maximum number at height of
the organisation in the mid
1930s

58 members

Principal mission
Main goals

AREAS OF SUCCESS

MAJOR FAILURES

ThisBulgaria
block is perfectSpanish
for
Greece and
Civil War,
comparisons
Mosul
Chaco War (BoliviaÅland Islands
Paraguay),
Liberia Try breaking the main
Mukden Incident
differences into bullet
points to
(Japan)
keep it concise

Founded as a result of the
Paris Peace Conference
that ended WWI

To maintain world peace

Preventing wars through collective
security and disarmament
Settling international disputes
through negotiation and
arbitration

WEAKNESSES
Lacked an armed force of its own
Depended on the Great Powers (France, UK, Italy and
Japan) to enforce resolutions
Lacked credibility - US never joined, Soviet
Union joined late and only briefly
Members prioritised own interests

Replaced by the United Nations in 1945
Since 1945, the major powers in the world have not gone to war with one another —
even at the peak of the Cold War. Perhaps the biggest reason for this — and why a
war on the scale of World War I is unlikely to occur again — is the advent of nuclear
weapons and the reality that, if war broke out between two major powers, the
consequences could be unlike any the world has ever seen.
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